
 

Playable Leads Dive into a world of expressive melodies with Horizon Leads’ exceptional 
Playable Lead Sound Presets. This collection of presets is meticulously crafted to deliver a 
diverse range of lead sounds, allowing you to infuse your compositions with emotion and 
character. From soaring synth leads to rich, evocative textures, each preset is designed to be 
instantly playable, empowering you to bring your musical ideas to life effortlessly. 

The Playable Leads in Horizon Leads ensure that your melodies take center stage, delivering a 
sonic impact that resonates with the soul of your audience. 

Animated Engine Elevate your compositions to cinematic heights with the mesmerizing 
Animated Engine Presets in Horizon Leads. Powered by the renowned Sonuscore ensemble 
engine, these presets inject pulsating rhythms and dynamic themes into your soundscapes. 

Unleash a world of movement and energy, as each preset brings your music to life with animated 
sequences and evolving textures. Whether you’re crafting an epic film score or a cutting-edge 
electronic track, the Animated Engine Presets provide a dynamic foundation, adding depth and 
excitement to your sonic creations. Immerse your audience in the flow of your music, creating a 
truly immersive and unforgettable listening experience. 

 

Discover A New Sonic Dimension Horizon Leads is loaded with an abundance of 
exceptional instruments. Together with the Ensemble Engine, the Motion Engine and the Pan 
Engine, there are almost unlimited possibilities for creative sound development. 



Discover the diversity of 80 instantly playable lead instruments. 
Discover the infinite depth of over 1.9GB of sample content. 
Discover the flexibility of 150 complex animated and fully customizable themes. 

Navigate the Sonic Frontiers with Horizon Leads´ Intuitive Interface 

For those familiar with Elysion and The Orchestra, Horizon Leads extends a seamless transition 
with its user-friendly interface. Embrace the familiar and explore the extraordinary, as all 
essential controls are thoughtfully placed or intuitively designed for easy access. Navigate the 
depths of cinematic synthesis effortlessly and let your creativity flow with the comforting 
familiarity of Horizon Leads’ user interface – ensuring a smooth transition for both seasoned 
users and newcomers alike. 

Powerful Features - Supernatural Workflow Horizon Leads features our critically 
acclaimed ensemble technology, empowering you to create complex sounds by playing simple 
chords. Modified Ensemble Engine: Horizon Leads uses a modified version of the ELYSION 
ensemble engine. This means you can play up to four different instrument modules at the same 
time, and each module allows independent controls for arpeggiators. Using the mod-wheel 
unlocks an astounding filter effect that produces a great number of kinetic, digital possibilities. 

Motion Engine: Horizon Leads comes with its own unique dynamic FX engine. It allows the 
fundamental customization of the instruments, e.g. steering attack or decay via Midi CC. 
Besides other FX the Motion Engine includes also two Pan Steppers, breathing live and variation 
into every pattern in no time. 

 

Ensemble Engine & Mixer GUI 

Supercharge Your CreativityHorizon Leads comes with 150 complex animated and fully 
customizable themes, spread across five different categories. Each category has its unique style 
and purpose, providing you with animated presets and poly / mono leads that are perfect for 
playing melodies. 

Poly Animations: Immerse your compositions in dynamic soundscapes with Horizon Leads’ 
Poly Animations. These animated presets leverage our cutting-edge engine, introducing 
pulsating rhythms and evolving textures. Explore a world where each note becomes a journey, 
adding depth and movement to your sonic creations. 



Playable Poly Leads: Unleash expressive melodies with ease using Horizon Leads’ Playable 
Poly Leads. Crafted for instant playability, these presets offer a diverse range of polyphonic lead 
sounds. From lush textures to powerful motifs, each preset empowers you to weave intricate 
musical tapestries effortlessly. 

Playable Poly Shorts: Tailored for those impactful moments, these presets provide concise and 
dynamic polyphonic lead sounds. Whether you’re scoring a climactic scene or a fleeting 
emotion, these presets deliver instant sonic impact. 

Playable Mono Leads: Command attention with focused and monophonic precision using 
Horizon Leads’ Playable Mono Leads. Ideal for cutting through the mix, these presets offer 
powerful and singular lead sounds. From bold solos to piercing motifs, each preset ensures that 
your melodies stand out with clarity and authority. 

Playable Mono Shorts: Achieve precision and impact with Horizon Leads’ Playable Mono 
Shorts. Tailored for focused expression, these presets deliver singular and concise monophonic 
lead sounds. Each preset in this category ensures that your compositions carry a commanding 
presence, making every musical moment count. Explore the clarity and authority of monophonic 
leads with ease, bringing a distinctive touch to your sonic narratives. 

Once you have been inspired by a theme in Horizon Leads, drag and drop the arrangement of 
your performance to your DAW. Now you are free to use it within every library you own. Unleash 
the power of the ensemble engine onto your personal template, change notes, combine 
different patterns and make them your own. 

 

Tobias Menguser 

Tobias Menguser, a sound design veteran since the 1990s, programmed synths for companies like Waldorf 
and Ensoniq. He played a key role in producing sample CD-ROMs and spent over 10 years at Native 
Instruments, contributing to Komplete. In the last decade, he provided sounds for 450+ US movie trailers 
and now focuses on software instrument building for various companies. Based in Mallorca, his latest 
project, Horizon Leads, showcases his cinematic sounds using analog synths and advanced effect 
devices. 

Key Features 

Meticulously sampled synthesizer sounds treated like acoustic instruments Hollywood scoring aesthetic 
for true cinematic impact   Designed by renown sound designer Tobias Menguser.  Built from the same 
engine as Elysion with a modified Ensemble Engine, the Motion Engine, and the Pan Engine.  Familiar and 
intuitive user interface known from Elysion and The Orchestra.  150 complex animated and fully 
customizable themes, featuring up to 4 fully controllable instruments.  80 instantly playable 
bass-heavy instruments. MIDI-Export: Unleash the power of the ensemble engine onto your 
personal template 

Works with the FREE KONTAKT PLAYER Version 7.5.0 or higher 


